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Abstract
An interesting development in automatic visual recognition has been the emergence
of tasks where it is not possible to assign ground truth labels to images, yet still
feasible to collect annotations that reflect human judgements about them. Such
tasks include subjective visual attribute assignment and the labeling of ambiguous
scenes. Machine learning-based predictors for these tasks rely on supervised
training that models the behavior of the annotators, e.g., what would the average
person’s judgement be for an image? A key open question for this type of work,
especially for applications where inconsistency with human behavior can lead to
ethical lapses, is how to evaluate the uncertainty of trained predictors. Given that
the real answer is unknowable, we are left with often noisy judgements from human
annotators to work with. In order to account for the uncertainty that is present, we
propose a relative Bayesian framework for evaluating predictors trained on such
data. The framework specifies how to estimate a predictor’s uncertainty due to the
human labels by approximating a conditional distribution and producing a credible
interval for the predictions and their measures of performance. The framework is
successfully applied to four image classification tasks that use subjective human
judgements: facial beauty assessment using the SCUT-FBP5500 dataset, social
attribute assignment using data from TestMyBrain.org, apparent age estimation
using data from the ChaLearn series of challenges, and ambiguous scene labeling
using the LabelMe dataset.
1 Introduction
As machine learning has matured, the most interesting progress has not necessarily been in novel
algorithms, but in new applications that are enabled by previous success in algorithmic work. An
intriguing case of this is the uptick in research related to artificial perception in ground truth-free
settings. A familiar example is the automatic judgement of facial beauty [19], but other applications
also fall into this regime, including modeling socially derived personality attributes from faces [22,
28] and ambiguous scene labeling [31]. All of these problems share a common data source in the
measurement of human perception — since we cannot train a predictor based on ground truth labels
assigned by individual annotators (the typical process in supervised learning), we instead train a
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Figure 1: Overview of the evaluation framework with a Bayesian model of the conditional distribution
of predictor output given human predictions after annotator aggregation. The purpose of this
framework is to assess predictor uncertainty. The model is fit in a supervised learning fashion
to approximate the mapping of annotator aggregation to the predictor’s output. The scatterplot
shows the model’s samples clustering about the predictor’s output, forming the empirically estimated
conditional distribution. These samples can be used to calculate a credible region to assess the
predictor’s uncertainty, regardless of how well the predictor matches the human annotators.
predictor that attempts to mimic the behavior of a crowd of annotators. In other words, the predictor
outputs what the average person would say about a scene. But this leaves us with a dilemma: how do
we know how well the trained predictor’s output is matching the annotator behavior? The answer
to this question is key to verifying the behavioral fidelity of the predictor, and is important to both
machine learning researchers [9] and psychologists alike [44]. Moreover, ground truth-free predictors
have been suggested for applications where ethical lapses can lead to unfortunate consequences. For
instance, consider a hiring scenario. If personality attribute predictions during initial job candidate
assessments are not consistent with fair human judgements, entire demographics may be eliminated
from consideration. Thus predictors that are inconsistent with known good human judgements should
not be used. But predictors in ground truth-free settings are notoriously hard to evaluate because of
the uncertainty present in crowd-based judgements.
Previous evaluation methods for predictors in ground truth-free problems have made use of common
summary statistics for the traditional supervised task — a regime that we argue should be reconsidered
because it can lead to unintended consequences in an operational setting. Classifiers are usually
evaluated using average accuracy, Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), and Maximum Absolute
Error as summary statistics [28, 31]. Regressors tend to be assessed with r2, Pearson’s Correlation
Coefficient, and Root Mean Square Error [44, 22, 19]. A deficiency of all of these summary statistics
is that they do not take into account the uncertainty present in comparing the predictor output to a
crowd of annotators with some degree of variance in their behavior. Further, what we really want for
machine learning is not just a metric, but a comprehensive evaluation framework that can compare
predictors to human data in a rigorous probabilistic manner with interpretable visual output, which
lets us compare the quality of different predictors for the same task.
A more promising path is Bayesian statistics, where the uncertainty of an annotator’s label can be
accounted for. Indeed, turning to the literature, some evaluation approaches have been proposed
for addressing uncertainties in data labelling for ground truth-free problems [38, 23]. Building
from these ideas to capture the uncertainty in a predictor when trained on human annotations, we
propose a framework that uses the conditional distribution of the predictor’s output given the human
annotations. Creating a generative model that approximates this conditional distribution from the
given data, using either a statistical model or a Bayesian Neural Network (BNN), enables the use of
the distribution and its properties to assess the uncertainty of the predictor. Fig. 1 depicts an overview
of the framework. It takes as input a given annotator aggregation, which is a summarized form of the
raw human annotations [13], and a predictor trained on features derived from training images using
the annotator aggregation data as the target labels. After obtaining the generative model using that
input data, the model may be sampled. The samples serve as draws from the conditional distribution,
which form clusters about the predictor’s output. The conditional distribution of the predictor’s output
can then be used to obtain the distribution of measures simply by applying the desired measure to the
label and the draws of the conditional distribution given that label. This distribution can subsequently
be used to assess uncertainty by defining a credible interval about the measure.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we make three main contributions. a) a Bayesian framework
is introduced for obtaining the conditional probability distribution of a predictor’s output given its
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target labels, such as those that map to ground truth-free modeling problems in visual recognition.
b) We describe and demonstrate two implementations of that framework, one via a statistical model
and another with a BNN. c) the proposed framework is used to evaluate the uncertainty of trained
predictors on four image classification tasks that use subjective human judgements, including facial
beauty assessment using the SCUT-FBP5500 dataset [19], social attribute assignment using data from
TestMyBrain.org [11], apparent age estimation using data from the ChaLearn series of challenges [9],
and ambiguous scene labeling using the LabelMe dataset [35]. Our code for the proposed framework
is available at https://github.com/prijatelj/bayesian_eval_ground_truth-free.
2 Background and Related Work
Recent interest in ground truth-free problems for machine learning stems from work in computational
models for social psychology studies. Work by Alexander Todorov demonstrated that most recog-
nizable subjective personality traits can be represented as an orthogonal function of dominance and
trustworthiness [26, 40, 41, 42]. The use of these two traits led to a number of data-driven studies [32,
43, 44, 22, 21] showing some measure of power for predictors that infer what the average person
would say about various faces — under familiar evaluation metrics. A similar strategy was deployed
to study the “Big Five” attributes (Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and
Openness) by the Challenges in Machine Learning (ChaLearn) consortium [28, 9] and others [27].
More familiar to the computer vision community is work on predictors of facial beauty [18, 36, 2, 33,
19]. A variety of other subjective attributes have been modeled, including apparent age estimation [3,
7, 1, 9, 6, 17, 48], IQ guessing from visual appearance [22, 21], and inferring ethnicity from skin
tone [18]. Predictors to label ambiguous scenes have also been explored [31, 46].
A ground truth-free problem can be more precisely defined as follows. Consider a data annotation
task where each human annotator in a group assigns a score hi to an image x based on provided
subjective criteria for which the ground truth cannot be known. For example, using a Likert scale
between 1 and 7, each annotator can rate the trustworthiness of a provided face. These scores may
be aggregated into frequencies y for each image, which are then collected into a vector of human
frequencies Y . Next, assume that each predictor is a feature learning-based classifier f(·) that takes as
input an image x and produces an output vector yˆ of probability scores yˆi associated with each class
the predictor has been trained for: f(x) = [yˆ1, yˆ2, . . . , yˆn]. For our running example of Likert ratings,
Yˆ would contain predicted scores from the classifier for each image. The objective of evaluation in
this setting is to compare the output vectors of the predictor’s Yˆ to the human frequencies Y in a
probabilistic fashion. Several pieces of related work touch on elements of this definition.
Crowdsourced Annotation. The bridge from basic annotation in computer vision [39, 35, 20, 34]
to more sophisticated measurements of human perception is crowdsourced psychology experiments.
The popular website TestMyBrain.org has shown over a range of cognitive and perceptual tests
that crowdsourced psychology testing does not result in any significant differences to traditional
laboratory testing [11]. Perceptual experiments for social attribute modeling were conducted on this
platform to train models for dominance, age, and IQ [22, 21]. Other work has made use of similar
crowdsourcing strategies [28, 31]. However, questions emerge when we consider human behavior in
this setting. How consistent are individual annotators [4]? How much variance do we observe across
annotators for the same task [29, 10, 49]? In general, what can we do to reliably aggregate annotator
data when it comes to crowdsourcing?
Annotator Aggregation. If we assume that we have access to multiple annotations per sample, then
a number of different annotator aggregation methods apply that address annotator reliability. Welinder
et al. [45] suggested a model that combines the image formation and annotation process of crowds to
predict ground truth labels. Ipeirotis et al. [14] model bias and error in groups annotating samples on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. Rodrigues and Pereira [30] propose an EM algorithm for jointly
learning the parameters of a neural network and the reliabilities of the annotators. Subsequently, a
general-purpose crowd layer for the network is proposed, which allows for end-to-end training from
the noisy labels of multiple annotators. All of these approaches are designed with an objective notion
of ground truth in mind, and with a general assumption that it is obscured by noise.
Bayesian Evaluation of Ground Truth-Free Problems. A fruitful alternative path to simple sum-
mary statistics [44, 28, 22, 31, 19] is the use of Bayesian statistics, which allows for modeling
uncertainty. For instance, in a recommender system context where annotations are subjective, Miller
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Figure 2: The Bayesian evaluation framework depicting the Bayesian model’s samples standing in
for the actual predictor data. A ground truth-free task is modeled via feature data and the human
annotations. The human annotations are aggregated together, giving each task sample a single label
(e.g., human frequency), and used to fit the supervised learning predictor with the task features. A
Bayesian model is chosen to map the annotator aggregations to the predictor’s possible outputs. This
forms a generative model that can be sampled from to approximate the conditional distribution that
captures the predcitor’s uncertainty. Any measure may be applied to the paired annotator aggregations
and the conditional distribution’s samples, resulting in the measure distribution. Colors in this
diagram are consistent with the example scatterplot in Fig. 1.
et al. [23] score annotators on a comparison between the likelihood assigned to a reference annotator’s
possible annotations and the reference annotator’s actual annotation. Smyth et al. [38] consider the
image analysis application of locating volcanoes on the planet Venus (where answers cannot be
checked). In comparing scientists to algorithms, Smyth et al. suggest the use of probabilistic labels as
annotations and a Probabilistic Free-Response ROC where noise can be estimated. This approach has
some limitations, including an unbounded false alarm rate axis that affects interpretability and model-
ing that is constrained to multinomial distributions. However, the overarching idea of a Bayesian
framework for evaluation in both of these approaches gives us a path forward for our own approach.
3 A Bayesian Evaluation Framework
In crowdsourced data, there is a sample pairing (x, h), where x and h are samples from the random
variables of feature data X and human annotations H , respectively. These are the grey boxes in
Fig. 2. Each h ∈ H is a set of annotations for a task sample’s features x. For example, in the case
of annotating classes of images, a feature is an individual image x, which has a corresponding set
of class labels h, where each label is from a different annotator. Applying the desired annotator
aggregation function A(·) to the human labels across annotators results in the random variable
Y = A(H) (1)
where Y serves as the target labels for the supervised classification task f(x) = y, y ∈ Y and Y can
be considered as a distribution over probability vectors. Many machine learning classifiers use a
probability vector as the label space either as a hard target with one hot vectors or a soft target of
probabilities. The soft target is a more informative label that results in more robust classifiers [12].
Thus, this work focuses on the frequency of annotated class labels per task sample as the annotator
aggregation (henceforth referred to as human frequency), which provides a probability vector as the
label for each task sample. The space of possible labels is determined by the (K − 1) probability
simplex ∆K−1, where K is the number of dimensions |Y | of the probability vector.
∆K−1 = {z ∈ RK−1 : zk ∈ [0, 1] and
K−1∑
k=1
zk ≤ 1} (2)
This is the same as the sample space of a Dirichlet distribution [24].
The following conditional distribution captures a predictor’s uncertainty
p(yˆ|y), y ∈ Y (3)
where y is a target label from the distribution over the labels Y and yˆ is the predictor’s output given
the feature data x. This conditional distribution may be approximated from the available data (y, yˆ).
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The predictor being trained with the target labels naturally results in the formation of a conditional
relationship between the predictor’s output given the target label when the predictor learns the task.
Just as the mapping of f(x) = y is framed for approximation in supervised learning, the stochastic
transformation t(·) of the target label to the predictor’s output may be framed similarly.
t(y) = yˆ (4)
The chosen statistical model of p(yˆ|y) represents the possible stochastic transformations of Eq. 4
when given the data and any prior distributions via Bayes’ theorem. Fig. 2 indicates that the inputs to
this Bayesian model are the stochastic predictor’s outputs used as the model’s target labels and the
human frequencies used as the features. The posterior distribution may be approximated via Markov
Chain Monte Carlo methods, such as the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm [8], resulting in
a generative model that can be sampled from to perform Bayesian analysis.
After the generative model of the posterior distribution has been obtained, samples of p(yˆ|y) may be
used along with the task target label y to obtain the conditional distribution over an arbitrary measure
m(y, yˆ) of the predictor:
p(m|y, t) (5)
With the conditional distribution over the measure obtained, properties of the measure’s distribution
may be used to assess uncertainty of the measure, such as the highest density credible interval.
This framework allows the use of pre-existing measures (e.g., Euclidean distance) while adding an
assessment of their uncertainty. Fig. 2 depicts the framework in its entirety, resulting in the samples
of both the conditional distribution over the predictor and the measure. In this work, two models are
implemented using the proposed framework. Both models rely on a transformation of the label space,
which is described in Supp. Mat. Sec. 1.1.
Bayesian Model 1: Modeling the Distribution Over the Differences. A simple statistical model
is implemented that models the distribution over the differences y − yˆ within the probability simplex
as a multivariate normal
t(y) ≈ y +N (µ,Σ) (6)
where µ is the mean and Σ is the covariance matrix of the differences. This model will be referred
to as the Normal distribution over the differences (NDoD). Resampling is used to avoid output
values that are not proper probability vectors. The parameters of the normal distribution are set via
uniformly minimum-variance unbiased estimators of the mean and covariance of the differences.
Using these parameter values results in the maximum a posteriori distribution. Given that NDoD
is modelling the differences overall, irrespective of the individual target labels, intuition leads to
the unbiased estimation of the differences’ mean to be zero for predictors that perform well in their
predictions. This means that the stochastic transform t(y) is expected to be the identity function with
some Gaussian noise when using NDoD. Given this, we also examine the Zero Mean NDoD.
Bayesian Model 2: Bayesian Neural Network. The second model is more general, and makes
minimal assumptions about the phenomena characterized by the data by obeying the principle of
maximum entropy [15, 16]. Following this principle allows the data to have a stronger effect on
the resulting posterior distribution, which is desired when no prior knowledge is available. Being
independent of prior domain knowledge allows the model to be agnostic to the predictor and target
label data. Thus we use a BNN [25], which handles the potential for non-linear transformations in
t(y) = yˆ, with a uniform prior distribution over the weights and biases. The BNN’s inputs are the
target labels in the K − 1 simplex space post-transformation. The BNN outputs its approximation of
the predictor’s output in the same space. The output is then transformed back into the original K
dimensional space and mapped through the softmax function to stay within the probability simplex’s
bounds and to avoid costly resampling.
To obtain the posterior distribution using the BNN, HMC is used in this work to sample over the
weights and biases of the BNN. The parameters sampled by HMC use the same HMC chain, meaning
they are all given the same step size. Each sample of the HMC results in a complete weight set
of the neural network, which is used to feed the target labels y forward through the network to
obtain one sample of p(yˆ|y). After reaching convergence and selecting the appropriate lag using the
autocorrelation function to overcome the autocorrelation of the HMC chain, multiple draws from the
chain are obtained and the input target labels y are fed forward through the BNN with each weight
set. This creates a tensor with the shape (N,B,K), where N is the number of task samples, B is the
number of drawn weight sets from the BNN, and K is the dimensionality of the probability vector.
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The likelihood function is that of a multivariate normal about the differences b− yˆ between the output
of the BNN b and the predictor’s output yˆ
L(b|yˆ, σ) = N (b− yˆ, σ2I) (7)
where σ is a hyperparameter that stands for the standard deviation, I is the K ×K identity matrix,
and their product serves as the covariance of the multivariate normal. The standard deviation
hyperparameter in this case determines the lower bound of the variance of the BNN per predictor’s
output. It can be used to increase or decrease the variance of the model. In the experiments described
below, the hyperparameter σ2 = 0.1 is used. An individual BNN for the predictor’s training and
testing sets is recommended when p(yˆ|y) has the potential to be different between the two sets, e.g.,
overfit predictors. For BNN implementation details, see Supp. Mat. Sec. 1.2.
4 Experiments
Here we considered four computer vision datasets for ground truth-free recognition tasks: SCUT-
FBP5500 [19] for assessing human opinions on facial beauty, social attribute assignment of trustwor-
thiness using data from TestMyBrain.org [11], apparent age estimation using the APPA-REAL [1]
data from the ChaLearn series of challenges, and LabelMe [31] for ambiguous scene classification.
To obtain a probability vector as the label space of the task, the human frequency was obtained
by treating all individual human labels as discrete class labels. LabelMe was already discretized
as it provided the human annotations as one hot vectors. SCUT-FBP5500 and the data from Test-
MyBrain.org contain Likert scale labels, and were thus also discretized. The apparent age labels
in APPA-REAL were discretized from the original range of 0 to 100 into bins spanning 5 years.
The resulting number of classes was 8 for LabelMe, 5 for SCUT-FBP5550, 7 for the data from
TestMyBrain.org, and 20 for APPA-REAL. See Supp. Mat. Sec 2.1 for additional information on
these datasets. All predictors were trained by combining and then splitting the available annotator
data into a single pair of partitions with 80% training samples and 20% testing samples.
A deep neural network was trained for each of the four datasets to serve as the predictor. Each
network was trained in a manner that was consistent with established practices for the datasets (see
Supp. Mat. Sec. 2.2 for training details). After training the predictors and obtaining their predictions
for their respective training and testing sets, the Bayesian models in Sec. 3 are applied and examined.
As the proposed framework is agnostic of the measure used, we examined the normalized Euclidean
distance (see Supp. Mat. Sec 2.3 for details on this measure), KL divergence, and AUC.
Experiment 1: Bayesian Model Assessment. In order to determine if NDoD and the BNN are
capable of modeling the conditional relationship between Y and Yˆ , they were compared against two
baseline distributions that assumed independence between Y and Yˆ , i.e., p(Yˆ |Y ) = p(Yˆ ). These
two models were “random guess” implemented as a uniform Dirichlet distribution and a Dirichlet
distribution using the alternative parameterization of mean and precision [24]. The Dirichlet with
alternate parameterization used the uniformly minimum-variance unbiased estimator of the mean
of the data as a constant parameter. Gradient descent via the ADAM optimizer was used with the
precision parameter as the lone free variable changed to maximize the log likelihood of the data being
drawn from the Dirichlet distribution. This finds the maximum a posteriori parameterization [24].
For this experiment of assessing the Bayesian models’ fit and generalization, each predictor’s training
and testing sets were combined, shuffled, and then split in half to create the training and testing sets
for the Bayesian models of p(yˆ|y). The reason the predictors’ original training and testing sets were
not used is because of the possibility of the predictor behaving differently on the two sets due to
under or over fitting. This experiment assesses only the Bayesian models, where different models
are compared to one another by how well they represent the predictor’s outputs. By combining the
predictor’s training and testing sets, the experiment’s variables are better controlled, the bias and
variance of the Bayesian models can be compared, and excess bias or variance in the individual
models can be detected. Note that because the Bayesian model is operating in an evaluation context,
where labels for both training and testing data are always known, it is fair to combine these sets.
The normalized Euclidean distances between the actual predictor’s output yˆ and the Bayesian model’s
outputs were used to indicate how close the different models of the conditional distribution are from
the actual data. The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 3 and in Supp. Mat. Sec. 2.4. Based
on their higher densities in lower Euclidean distances than the baselines, both NDoD and the BNN
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Figure 3: Results for how well each model fits the conditional distribution of the predictor output
given the human frequency by measuring the normalized Euclidean distances between the models’
samples to the predictor’s output (Experiment 1). More density near zero indicates a more similar
conditional distribution. 95% probability density is to the left of the dashed line. All models are
fit on half of the combination of the predictor’s training and testing sets, and are generalized as
they perform similarly on data they were not fit on. NDoD and the BNN capture the conditional
relationship better than the distributions that treat the predictor as independent of the target label. The
BNN best matches the predictor’s output, indicating that it may be the most useful choice in practice.
Figure 4: These results show the Euclidean distance distribution and 95% highest density credible
interval derived from a BNN model compared to the original and how it may be used in practice
(Experiment 2). The model consists of two BNNs fit and applied separately on the training and testing
sets. Given the data, the model, and priors, the measure distribution indicates the expected Euclidean
distance of the predictor’s output to the target human frequency. LabelMe’s BNN distribution is
multimodal, reflecting uncertainty in the measure possibly due to task difficulty and a lack of data.
were successful in modeling the conditional relationship between Y and Yˆ . The zero mean NDoD
was the better of the two NDoD variants. However, the BNN either matched or had less distance
from the actual predictions, as seen by its consistently lower Euclidean distance measurements, than
either NDoD implementation. Notably, both NDoD variants were unable to finish sampling the
conditional distribution for APPA-REAL due to resampling in high dimensions. The only time the
BNN’s performance is somewhat questionable compared to NDoD is in the LabelMe case. However,
given that most of the 95% density of the BNN’s Euclidean distance to the predictor’s output is denser
near zero than both NDoD models, and that the mean and medians also indicate this trend, it is safe
to assume that the BNN is still a better model of the conditional distribution than NDoD for LabelMe.
This experiment was also run over multiple folds (See Supp. Mat Sec. 2.4.2).
Experiment 2: Expressing the Uncertainty of Measures in Practice. The BNN model is deployed
to assess the total uncertainty of the measures by being used in place of the predictor’s actual
predictions. To handle possibly different conditional distributions in the training and testing sets,
a BNN is fit to each separately and is used to assess its respective set. Sampling from the BNN
and calculating the measure between its output given the target labels provides the distribution of
measures, which inherently contains the uncertainty of the measure. This experiment reflects how the
full framework would be used in practice. The measure uncertainty includes the uncertainty from the
predictor and the human frequencies together. To express the uncertainty of the measure, the 95%
highest density credible interval is used. In Fig. 4, the raw data’s normalized Euclidean distance from
the target label to the predictor is compared to the distance of the target label to the BNN’s output
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given the human frequencies. The credible interval of the data is able to be obtained given the model
and its priors, where the original measurements alone are unable to express their credibility.
Figure 5: These results show the use of the framework in assessing the uncertainty of a measure of
predictor fit as trained over epochs (Experiment 3). The Euclidean distance decreases in value over
training time. The spread of the 95% highest density credibility interval decreases as the predictor
learns the task, until overfitting begins, where the testing set’s interval spread remains the same
or increases. The framework captures the expected tendencies of training over time, providing
informative feedback. The predictor with the most density near zero and the smallest highest density
credible interval in both the training and testing sets is the best predictor state over training epochs.
The BNN distributions tend to have higher density at the highest density points of the raw measure
distribution and the inverse for lower density regions. Intuitively, this can be interpreted as the
BNN expressing the uncertainty of the original measure distribution by drawing more from the
denser area of the measure distribution. For example, as SCUT-FBP5500’s right tail decreases
in the actual measure distributions, the tail of the BNN’s measure distribution drops mush faster,
indicating the uncertainty that occurs in the less frequent values of the measure. The BNN for
LabelMe has the most different measure distribution, which can be interpreted as LabelMe’s inherent
uncertainty caused from both the task’s difficulty and an uneven distribution of human annotations
(see Supp. Mat. Sec 2.1). All of this, in addition to having the largest 95% credible interval, indicates
that the LabelMe predictor is the least certain predictor of the four and has the worst performance.
Based on these results, the predictors for TestMyBrain and APPA-REAL are very certain predictors
for their training sets because their normalized Euclidean distance distributions have the smallest
95% highest density credible intervals. TestMyBrain’s predictor is the most certain on a testing set.
SCUT-FBP5500’s predictor is the most consistent in both certainty and performance on the different
data partitions. Results for KL divergence and AUC are in Supp. Mat. Sec. 2.5.1.
Experiment 3: Assessing Predictor Certainty Over Variable Training Lengths. The framework
was also used to assess the uncertainty of underfit and overfit predictors to depict the use of the
conditional distribution in model selection. For these experiments, the data partitions and the BNN
usage are the same as in Experiment 2. First, each deep neural network predictor was randomly
initialized. Second, a number of epochs was chosen based on the mean Euclidean distance of the
Experiment 2 predictor output to the human frequency. From this, the halfway epoch to finished
fitting was selected. Third, a larger number of epochs was selected via the different termination
methods of the predictors, such as early stopping for LabelMe and SCUT-FBP5500. And finally, a
number of epochs well past a predictor’s recommended termination was chosen, which was intended
to represent an overfit predictor. p(yˆ|y) for each of these predictors was modeled by a BNN.
Observing Fig. 5, there is a trend for all of the datasets: as the predictor continues to train, its
uncertainty in the conditional distribution decreases for the training set. This is visible in the decrease
in width of the 95% credible interval. This follows suit with the understanding that the deep neural
networks are converging to various minima and their results become more consistent for the given
task. This trend also occurs in the testing set, albeit to a much lesser extent. Once overfitting
begins, the variance may increase again, as seen in LabelMe’s predictor. Also, with the decrease in
overall variance, there is noticeable performance improvement based on the density of the normalized
Euclidean distances. The normalized Euclidean distances not only get tighter in density with a smaller
95% highest density credible interval, but also tend to approach zero, indicating that the predictor is
improving on the data. This indicates that the BNN is capable of reflecting the uncertainty associated
with an overfit predictor. With the ability to assess the uncertainty of predictors, model selection can
be improved by finding the most certain best performing model.
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5 Conclusion
In summary, we have introduced an evaluation framework for analyzing the uncertainty of classifiers
for ground truth-free problems using Bayesian modeling of the conditional distribution p(yˆ|y). Two
implementations of the framework have been demonstrated and the more general model, the BNN,
showed it was capable of capturing conditional relationships across four different datasets for ground
truth-free visual recognition problems. The framework provides a modular approach to estimating the
uncertainty of classifiers, remaining agnostic to the type of classifier, the data, and task domain. This
framework is agnostic to the task type (classification or regression), which means that future work
would be to implement the framework for regression tasks. Further developments in more efficient
and transparent BNNs or other Bayesian models for use in this framework are also of interest for
future work.
Broader Impact
This research was motivated by the social concerns surrounding predictors for ground truth-free visual
recognition tasks — many of which have questionable uses. For instance, consider an application
of personality attribute prediction for job candidate assessment that takes into account the attribute
of enthusiasm. This is a real example of the general class of technology we consider in this paper,
which is being deployed without the vetting necessary to ensure that it is operating in a socially
acceptable manner [5]. Such a technology may unfairly rate as unenthusiastic older workers, people
with disabilities, and people of color if the predictors were only trained on noisy data that lead
to uncertain predictions for these demographics. Compared to assessments made by fair human
interviewers who are attuned to differences across demographics, this outcome would be completely
unacceptable. In order to avoid a problem like this, it would be important to know if predictors used
in this application are behaving erratically. This information can be used to formulate a coherent and
effective policy to regulate the use of the technology so that it only operates in a manner deemed
correct by all stakeholders. Below we take a brief look at the potential positive and negative outcomes
of our work in this context.
A) who may benefit from this research. Both researchers and practitioners working on ground
truth-free visual recognition tasks will benefit from this work, as it provides a fruitful path forward
for improving the operational performance of trained predictors in an otherwise difficult setting for
evaluation. Moreover, policy and standards experts can also make use of this research in order to
falsify claims of human-like performance. On the opposite end of the spectrum, it will be possible to
find predictors that may be of concern due to their remarkably good performance on socially sensitive
tasks, where they could be used to fool humans (e.g., social engineering bots). Finally, this research
will be particularly attractive to the affective computing community, where social attribute predictors
can have a large impact in work on autism and other developmental disorders.
B) who may be put at disadvantage from this research. As this paper presents work on evaluation
specifically aimed at addressing problems in work on ground truth-free problems, it is not immediately
clear if any populations are put at a disadvantage because of it. One potential area of concern is that a
failure in proper implementation of the framework causes an unanticipated consequence along these
lines. This is addressed in the next point.
C) what are the consequences of failure of the system. Failure modes in the proposed evaluation
framework may misrepresent the performance of a predictor being tested. This could portray it
as operating better or worse than it does on average in practice, with respect to human annotator
behavior on the same task. However, given that this is a framework, where various pieces can be
configured in different ways, a suite of tests can be deployed to mitigate this concern. While failure
may be the result of one configuration of the framework, the examination of the output for multiple
runs with different configurations may provide a clearer picture of a predictor’s performance.
D) whether the task/method leverages biases in the data. This is an interesting question in the
context of ground truth-free predictors. For the tasks these predictors are trained to perform, the
objective is often to match human performance, biases included. Thus if we are trying to compare
predictors to human annotator behavior, an evaluation procedure with a learning component, such as
the BNN configuration of our framework, must necessarily capture these biases as well. However,
given that this is not an unintended consequence, it isn’t necessarily a problem — especially if a
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population of fair human annotators is being used for comparison. How the predictors are used is
a larger concern. Thus any biases that exist within the human annotators should be identified and
disclosed before deployment of predictors that make use of that data.
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1 Supplemental Material for the Bayesian Evaluation Framework
This section provides the supplemental material for the methodology of the Bayesian Evaluation
Framework (Sec. 3 of the main text). These supplemental materials are intended to provide further
detail for the specifics of the implementations of the framework to aid in reproducibility of the work.
1.1 Transformation of the Label Space in the Implementations of the Proposed Framework
In this work, both Bayesian models rely on a transformation of the label space to model the distribu-
tions within the K − 1 probability simplex. The transformation removes an unnecessary dimension
from the existing K probability vector space via a rotation of the space that zeroes out an arbitrary
dimension. The ∆K−1 is always able to be expressed in K − 1 dimensions. For example, in the case
of a classifier for three classes K = 3, the 2-simplex is a triangle in 3D-space whose vertices are one
hot vectors able to be expressed as a 3× 3 identity matrix. To depict a point on the surface of this
triangle, only two dimensions are needed, so a rotation of the triangle can drop the unnecessary 3rd
dimension. This transformation of the space and its inverse is achieved in this work by translating the
probability simplex such that one of its vertices is moved to the origin of the K-dimensional space. A
rotation matrix Q is found via QR factorization of the following following rectangular matrix,∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−1 −1 . . . −1 −1
1 0 . . . 0
0 1
...
. . .
...
1 0
0 . . . 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
which is a vector of K − 1 negative ones on top of the K − 1×K − 1 identity matrix. Using the
rotation matrix Q, the K − 1 simplex is rotated about the origin such that the unnecessary dimension
of the space is zeroed out. The inverse rotation followed by the inverse translation allows the space
to be transformed back into its original K-dimensional space. Moving down into the probability
simplex space allows for statistical models to be more easily applied, albeit their sample space still
needs to respect the boundaries of the transformed simplex, otherwise they will have invalid samples.
In this work, the statistical model defined in the main text’s Sec. 3, which models the distribution over
the differences between the human frequency and the predictor as a multivariate Normal distribution,
relies on resampling to preserve valid probability vectors as samples. The Bayesian Neural Network
uses the softmax activation to ensure that its outputs are always valid probability vectors avoiding
costly resampling.
1.2 Bayesian Neural Network Implementation Details
This section elaborates more on the BNN implementation details discussed in the main text’s Sec. 3
(Bayesian Model 2). The network architecture of the BNN is shown in Supp. Mat. Table 1. The
hidden layer’s number of units is selected to be K − 1 dimensions, the same as the necessary
dimensions to describe the subspace of the K − 1 probability simplex. The transformation before
and after the BNN’s dense layers is not absolutely necessary for the BNN’s use as the softmax
function would ensure that the output is always a valid probability vector. However, the removal of
the unnecessary dimension is intended to decrease the parameter space of the BNN to the minimum
without forming a bottleneck. By limiting the number of parameters in the BNN, the BNN is less
likely to be biased on the data, which is a desirable characteristic and a quality that is assessed in
Experiment 1.
The BNN was sampled from using HMC [8]. The number of leap frog steps used was 3 and this
remained constant for all sample chains. In order to reach convergence, multiple HMC chains were
initialized at varying step sizes, all of which were randomly selected at first and updated using a
simple gradient based search that increased or decreased the step size as necessary to obtain the
desired acceptance rate of 80%. Multiple step sizes were tested at the same time using different chains
that were run in parallel in order to expedite the search for the optimal step size given the desired
acceptance rate. Also, the multiple chains allowed to better detect convergence when the chains
oscillated about the same value for the target likelihood function on the given data. HMC chains
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were considered to have converged once the desired step size was achieved. Multiple chains had
oscillated about the same value of the log of the target likelihood function, and multiple individual
chains’ recorded log likelihood sequence had a slope less than 1E-7 over the last 1E6 samples drawn.
At that point, the HMC chains were sampled from in parallel using the burn in and lag equivalent
to the value found from the autocorrelation function to avoid autocorrelation in the samples of the
HMC chains. The converging process is the longest part of fitting the BNN, followed by sampling the
converged chains. Over all the datasets, the approximate time until a converged HMC chain was 3-4
days. There were some extreme cases that took 5-6 days, and some that took only a day to converge.
The runtime of the convergence and sampling process depends highly on the amount of data in the
dataset and the predictor’s outputs.
The target likelihood function of the BNN is similar to Bayesian regression. The use of this likelihood
results in the assumption that the variance of the individual predictor outputs follow a multivariate
normal distribution, similar to kernel density estimation with a Gaussian kernel. The covariance
hyperparameter is similar to the bandwidth of kernel density estimation in how it affects the resulting
distribution estimation. Using a softmax activation on the output of the BNN avoids costly resampling
and respects the bounds of the probability simplex ∆K−1, while using kernel density estimation or
NDoD would require resampling. Notably, as the value of σ decreases, the HMC chains took a longer
time to converge.
input layer: y
Probability Simplex Rotation: −1 Dim
Dense layer: |y| − 1 units
Sigmoid
Dense layer: |y| − 1 units
Probability Simplex Rotation: +1 Dim
Softmax
Target Likelihood: N (y − yˆ, σ2I)
Table 1: The proposed Bayesian Neural Network’s architecture. Similar to Bayesian Regression, the
target likelihood function is a multivariate normal whose mean is the difference between the BNN
output and the predictor’s output. The normal distribution’s covariance matrix σ2I is a hyperparameter
of the model that sets the lower bound of the variance of the BNN. The BNN is designed to create
Gaussians around the predictions to account for the variance of the predictor given the human
frequencies. When only one prediction per task sample is available, the hyperparameter will need
to be tuned or set to a value that matches the expected variance per prediction. If resources allow,
this decision can be further informed by training multiple predictors on the same training set with
different initialization and using their outputs as a set of predictions per task sample. The decrease in
dimensions is intended to minimize the number of parameters of the model to avoid being biased,
however it may occur in some situations that wider layers or deeper layers are necessary for the
specific problem.
2 Supplemental Material for the Experiments
The supplemental material below provides the details necessary to reproduce the experiments de-
scribed in the paper (Sec. 4 of the mian text), as well as provide supplemental experiments to further
evaluate the fit of the Bayesian models and depict the use of the BNN in practice.
2.1 Dataset Details and Use
Details for each dataset are provided in Supp. Mat. Table 2. The datasets were mostly used as intended,
with the exception of LabelMe, whose only difference in use was in the removal of annotators whose
responses were invalid values, indicating they did not have any annotations. This could have occurred
for multiple reasons, such as the annotators not finishing the survey or somehow providing invalid
annotation labels. This change is notable because with their removal the dataset statistics change
slightly from the original work’s published statistics.
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Dataset Class Samples Total Humans / Sample Labels / Human
Bins Humans m Q1 Q2 Q3 M m Q1 Q2 Q3 M
LabelMe[31] 8 1000 59 9 10 11 11 11 3 9 27 66 182
SCUT-FBP5500[19] 5 5500 60 60 60 60 60 60 5500
APPA-REAL[1] 20 7591 N/A 10 14 37 39 609 N/A
TestMyBrain: Trust [21, 11] 7 6898 5327 12 26 31 52 94 46 49 50 50 50
Table 2: The crowd annotated computer vision datasets used in the experiments. Class bins is the
total classes of the dataset. APPA-REAL’s dataset was discretized into bins of 5 years of age. The last
two columns are the minimum, quartiles, and maximum of the unique human annotators per sample
and the annotations per human annotator. This depicts the annotation coverage of the task samples
and indicates the overlap of the humans’ annotations. LabelMe’s total number of humans is after the
removal of annotators who did not provide any annotations, possibly artifacts due to not completing
the survey. APPA-REAL did not track the unique annotators’ responses which resulted in not having
a total number of unique human annotators nor knowing the number of labels completed by each
human. SCUT-FBP5500 had every annotator annotate every sample, this is why "Labels / Human"
column is 5500.
The dataset statistics in Supp. Mat. Table 2 indicate that the four examined datasets are of varying
quality with LabelMe having the least coverage of different humans per samples, which results in the
human frequencies having coarse granularity. The ability to express subtle variations in the probability
vector labels is what is meant by granularity for human frequency. Fewer human annotators per
sample results in less smoothness in the probability vectors values. This results in clustering of the
resulting human frequencies when subtle nuances in the probability vectors for the samples may be
better representative of the humans as a whole. This lower amount of humans annotators per samples
may be the cause of the multimodal measure distributions over normalized Euclidean distances and
KL Divergences. APPA-REAL has the largest maximum annotators per sample and also the second
lowest minimum, which indicates that the resulting human frequencies vary greatly in the amount of
granularity. SCUT-FBP5500 is the best covered dataset with all of its annotators having annotated
every sample.
The implementation of the predictors followed their respective papers’ recommendations and the
same for the datasets’ samples. The only data preprocessing required for the datasets was a resizing
operation to fit their respective predictor inputs and color normalization.
2.2 Predictor Training Details
For LabelMe, a VGG16 [37] network was used whose weights were frozen on ImageNet and whose
final layer was replaced with a dense layer of 128 hidden units with a ReLU activation followed by a
drop out of 50% of the units. The output layer of this network was a dense layer of the class size
followed by the softmax function. For SCUT-FBP5500, a ResNeXt50 [47] network was initialized
with ImageNet weights, but not frozen. The LabelMe and SCUT-FBP5500 classifiers were trained
with early stopping informed by the testing set with a patience of 5 epochs and taking the best weights.
For both “TestMyBrain: Trustworthiness” and APPA-REAL, a ResNet-18 pretrained on Imagenet
was trained for about 100 epochs, similarly replacing the final softmax layer with a single fully
connected layer.
2.2.1 Computational Resources
The training of the predictors was the only case where GPUs were used in this work. Only one GPU
was used to train a predictor at a time. The rest of the calculations, specifically the HMC chains’
convergence and sampling, were all accomplished on CPUs using the Tensorflow Probability API. A
shared cluster was used for this. Each chain during convergence took only 1 CPU, but given the way
the compute cluster was configured, the amount of RAM was associated with the number of CPUs
assigned to the job, and typically 4 CPUs were assigned for an individual HMC chain, giving it 40
GB of RAM to allow for loading the task data, predictor’s outputs, and leaving space for sampling
the chain. The Bayesian models were sampled approximately 14,000 times, resulting in 14,000 sets
of predictions. In the case of the BNN, this was 14,000 sets of weights and biases used to obtain the
corresponding predictions. The mean number of CPUs used for the sampling of the HMC chains was
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4 CPUS per 5 job submissions for further parallelization, resulting in 20 CPUs used on average for
HMC chain sampling. The vast number of machines and CPUs available expedited the running of all
experiments by allowing them to be parallelized.
Given these resources, the individual predictors trained fairly fast, lasting only a day at most. The
varying use of the compute cluster by others resulted in variance in the wall time of the different
computations, but the HMC chains tended to complete converging on average in 3 days. Sampling at
longest took a day, but tended to only take 4 hours on average per dataset. The datasets’ sample sizes
did result in different runtimes. The larger datasets took longer for the HMC chains to run due to
having to calculate the sum of the log of the target liklihood function for the BNN on all of the data for
every sampling of the BNN’s weights and biases. The visualizations took a similar time to complete
compared to the sampling of the BNN. The NDoD fitting and sampling were done sequentially and
were either very fast relative to the rest of the computations or very slow. The fast instances were
for the SCUT-FBP5500 and “TestMyBrain: Trustworthiness” datasets, while the slower instances
were on LabelMe and APPA-REAL. As noted in the main text, APPA-REAL’s NDoD models never
finished resampling.
2.3 Measure Details: Normalized Euclidean Distance, Kullback-Leibler Divergence, and
Area Under the Curve
Given that the probability simplex is a regular simplex with equal length sides and the vertices
expressed as one hot vectors, the maximum Euclidean distance is then the magnitude of each simplex
edge
√
2 which may serve as a normalizing constant of the Euclidean distance. This normalizing
constant simply rescales the Euclidean distance so the range of possible values is [0, 1] instead of
[0,
√
1] such that the interpretation is more similar to other bounded measures of similarity and is
more user friendly in analysis.
L(a, b) =
1√
2
||a− b||22 (8)
When Euclidean distance is applied to a reference point (human frequency y) and a point in question
(prediction yˆ), it captures how much the point in question differs from the reference point. When
applied to all pairs of points, the distribution of Euclidean distances expresses how much the
distribution in question differs from the reference distribution. This makes the distribution of
Euclidean distances a sufficient statistic for assessing the fit of the predictors to their target labels and
of Bayesian models of p(yˆ|y) to the actual predictor’s outputs.
As the proposed framework is agnostic of the measure used, the measures examined other than the
normalized Euclidean distance included the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence applied to each sample
target label to prediction, which are both probability vectors:
DKL(P,Q) =
∑
v∈V
P (v) log2
(
Q(v)
P (v)
)
(9)
The area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) is calculated by applying the
argmax function to the classifier’s output and the human frequencies. The KL divergence and AUC
results are included in Supp. Mat. Sec. 2.5.1 and 2.6.1.
2.4 Experiment 1: Supplemental Experiments
The following are the supplemental experiments to further assess the fit of the Bayesian models.
2.4.1 Simulation Experiments
In addition to the four datasets, two simulated datasets were used in the experiment in order to
assess how well NDoD and the BNN serve at approximating the conditional distribution p(yˆ|y) in
two different scenarios of a well trained predictor. The two simulated scenarios include when the
human frequencies are overall uncertain and certain of the task, but the predictor matches the human
frequencies well with a small amount of Gaussian noise. The simulations were built to model the
3-dimensional probability vector label space. Both of these simulations modeled the predictor as an
identity function with a small amount of Gaussian noise, N (0, (1e − 4)I), where I is the identity
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Figure 6: An example visualization of the simulation of humans that are certain on the labels of
some task, as indicated by higher densities towards the vertices of the probability simplex, and of a
simulated predictor that is the identity function with a small amount of Gaussian noise. This figure
also serves as a useful visual of the probability simplex in 3 dimensional space where the simplex is a
triangle. Labels that occur towards the center of the probability simplex are more uncertain as they
tend to not significantly favor any single class. The transformation in Supp. Mat. Sec. 1.1 in the 3
dimensional case would be the rotation of one of the vertices such that the triangle is parallel to one
of the hyperplanes formed by the remaining two dimensions. The coordinates for the valid points
within the probability simplex would then have zeros in the zeroed out dimension.
function. These simulated situations were to provide a trivial case for the NDoD and the BNN,
as the simulation matches how the NDoD models the problem, as seen in Eq. 6 of the main text.
Using the same simulation of the predictor, the two simulations modeled the target labels as Dirichlet
distributions with concentration parameters equal to (10, 10, 10) and (0.2, 0.2, 0.2). These Dirichlet
distributions simulated the situation where the majority of humans were uncertain and certain of all
of the classes, respectively. The simulations’ training and testing sets for this experiment were both
1000 samples. Fig. 6 is a visualization of the simulation of certain humans. Fig. 7 shows the complete
results for the simulated scenarios, along with the comparable experiments from the main text for
comparison.
2.4.2 Data Sensitivity Assessment via 3 Fold Cross Validation
Experiment 1 fits the Bayesian models on half of the available data and compares the training set
performance to the testing set performance to compare how the Bayesian Models generalize on
unseen data. To further examine the generalization of the Bayesian models and their sensitivity to
the data, 3 Fold Cross Validation is used on the SCUT-FBP5500 dataset with its respective predictor
trained to its termination condition. This experiment has all of the predictor’s training and testing sets
combined in order to represent the entire conditional distribution of the predictor given the target.
The Bayesian models are fit to each of the training sets for the 3 folds individually and compared to
their respective testing sets. The results are shown in Supp. Mat. Fig. 8.
2.5 Experiment 2: Supplemental Experiments
This section provides supplemental experiments for the main text’s Experiment 2 to better depict the
use of the BNN implementation of the Bayesian evaluation framework in practice.
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Figure 7: Results for how well each model fits the conditional distribution of the predictor output
given the human frequency by measuring the normalized Euclidean distances between the models’
samples to the predictor’s output (Experiment 1). This figure is the same as the main text’s Fig. 3,
except it also includes the results of the simulations from Supp. Mat. Sec. 2.4.1. All models in
this figure are fit on half of the combination of the predictor’s training and testing sets to overcome
any differences between the two partitions’ conditional distributions when evaluating the Bayesian
models’ fits. The simulations are of a uniform Dirichlet with 0.2 as all concentration parameters to
model a situation where the humans are certain on the task, and of a uniform Dirichlet with 10 as all
concentration parameters to represent when the humans are uncertain. An identity function with a
small amount of noise (σ2 = 0.0001) is used to simulate a near perfect predictor. The NDoD models
and the BNN fit both simulations nearly perfectly, indicating that they are working as intended and
that the BNN is capable of fitting a slightly noisy identity function equivalently to the NDoD models,
which is the intended scenario for NDoD. The BNN model for “Simulation: Certain” deviates from
Supp. Mat. Table 1 by using 5 hidden units in its one hidden layer instead of 2 units, and both BNNs
for the simulations use σ2 = 1.0E-3 to allow for learning the lower variance of the predictor.
2.5.1 Additional Measures: Kullback-Leibler Divergence and Area Under the Curve
The Kullback-Leibler Divergence was examined in the same way as Experiment 2, and the results
shown in Supp. Mat. Fig. 9 are very similar to that of the normalized Euclidean distance in the
main text’s Fig. 4. Given the similarity between the normalized Euclidean distances and the
KL Divergences, the Euclidean distance is a more desirable measure as it captures the difference
between the human frequencies and the predictor’s output (or the BNN’s draws from p(yˆ|y) using
the framework) in an intuitive way. Also, the normalized Euclidean distance is bounded from zero to
one, which makes its values easier to understand as described in Supp. Mat. Sec. 2.3. The bounds
also avoid the possibility of infinite values, which if occur may interfere with the interpretation of
the credible interval, as is the case with KL Divergence for APPA-REAL’s predictor trained for 100
epochs. These results are shown in Supp. Mat. Fig. 9.
The AUC was also examined, however given that the original measure without using the framework
is a single value, the third row of the AUC distribution in Supp. Mat. Fig. 11 obtained from the BNN
corresponds to what would be shown for Experiment 2. The original AUC for each predictor across
epochs is overlayed on the BNN’s approximated AUC distribution.
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Figure 8: The resulting normalized Euclidean distance distributions of the predictor’s output to the
different Bayesian models using 3 Fold Cross Validation on the predictor’s training and testing sets.
Given that this is 3 fold cross validation, each Bayesian model is fit on 2/3 of the data and tested on
1/3. This figure’s format is exactly the same as that of the main text’s Fig. 3 and Supp. Mat. Fig.
7. A difference between those two figures is that those Bayesian models are fit on one half of the
data. This supplemental experiment is to assess the sensitivity of the different Bayesian models to
different partitions of the same data and to examine how it affects their generalization. All Bayesian
models perform almost identically across each fold, where the most difference is in the BNN, but this
variance appears to be functionally equivalent to minimal noise, as the resulting distributions and
their 95% right credible intervals are all nearly identical.
2.6 Experiment 3: Supplemental Experiments
This section provides further experiments that depict the use of the Bayesian framework with the
BNN in practice for aiding in model selection.
2.6.1 Additional Measures: Kullback-Leibler Divergence and Area Under the Curve
Experiment 3 from the main paper focuses on the normalized Euclidean distance. Here, the same
experiment is performed using the BNN per training and testing sets and two different measures: KL
Divergence and AUC. The KL Divergence results are depicted in Supp. Mat. Fig. 10 and the AUC
results are in Supp. Mat. Fig. 11. Notably, KL Divergence continues the trend observed in Experiment
2’s supplemental experiments, where its characteristics are similar to that of the normalized Euclidean
distances.
The AUC on the predictor trained over epochs is in Supp. Mat. Fig. 11, and its third row is the same
as the expected experiment result for Supp. Mat. Sec. 2.5.1, Experiment 2. For all experiments where
the p(kˆy|y) is approximated over the predictor’s epochs, the third row is always the same as the
BNN’s results for the corresponding measure’s Experiment 2. In this case for AUC they were exactly
the same because the original measure was simply added as a red line on the violin plot.
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Figure 9: The distribution of Kullback-Leibler Divergence of the original measure per sample
compared to the BNN pair’s flattened samplings of the conditional distribution. A BNN per training
and testing set was used for this experiment to capture the differences between the two dataset
partitions. The results are similar to that of the Normalized Euclidean Distances in the main text’s
Fig. 4, except that there is no upper bound on the KL Divergence (a shortcoming of this measure for
analysis). Due to no upperbound on the measure, there were some values above the depicted upper
limit of the x-axis, as seen by the long tails of LabelMe and APPA-REAL. The chosen KL Divergence
upper bounds for the x-axis were chosen to contain as much of the measure distribution as possible,
while still allowing the higher densities at the lower values to be visible. Similar to the normalized
Euclidean distance, the conditional distribution here matches the original measure distribution with
the differences seen representing the uncertainty in the predictor given the human frequency. The
SCUT-FBP5500 predictor has the most consistent certainty due to the near symmetry across the
predictor’s training and testing sets and as evident in the 95% highest density credible interval. The
second most consistent in certainty is the predictor for “TestMyBrain: Trustworthiness”. Same as
with the normalized Euclidean distance distribution, LabelMe’s multimodality for KL Divergence
indicates the uncertainty of the predictor, possibly due to task difficulty and a lack of data.
Figure 10: The distribution of Kullback-Leibler Divergence approximated by a BNN per training
and testing set across the training of the predictors. The results are similar to that of the Normalized
Euclidean Distances in the main text’s Fig. 5, except that there is no upper bound on the KL
Divergence. Due to no upper bound, infinitely large values can occur, which is what happened
with APPA-REAL’s 100 epoch predictor in both its training and testing sets, and results in long
tail distributions. Given that is the 95% highest density credible interval, that means that more
than 5% of the measures resulted in infinity large values on both the training and testing sets. This
measure exhibits the same tendencies and nuances of a predictor as it trains, as seen in the normalized
Euclidean distance distributions in Experiment 3, Fig. 5 of the main text. Predictors are the most
uncertain when untrained on the task, and improve in performance and certainty as they train over
time. This trend continues for the training set, but once overfitting occurs, the predictor’s performance
worsens and becomes more uncertain.
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Figure 11: The distribution of AUC over training epochs. The format here is the same as the main
text’s Fig. 5. The pair of BNNs, one for both training and testing sets, approximated the AUC
distribution. Notably, the p(m|y, t) tends to be much tighter than the normalized Euclidean distance
or KL Divergence distributions. This in part due to the AUC being a single point estimate for the
entire original dataset, while the other two were a measure per task sample. Due to this, the BNNs
tended to provide an extremely low variance when the point estimate was more certain. The cases
where the ROC is most uncertain is when the predictor is untrained, which matches expectations
and indicates the uncertainty of p(m|y, t) due to the predictor with regards to the human frequencies.
The original AUC often is outside the BNN’s approximated p(m|y, t), which potentially indicates
two things: a) the chosen Bayesian model using the BNN does not represent p(yˆ|y) well and a new
Bayesian model is needed, or b) if the BNNs are accurately modeling the p(yˆ|y), then when the
AUC measure is not within the 95% highest density credible interval, the original AUC is considered
significantly uncertain and other measures should be used. Due to the possibility of a, it is important
to understand that this framework uses approximations of p(m|y, t) and that the models that are
doing the approximation must be tested against other potential Bayesian models and have their
hyperparameters tuned. This framework is meant to supplement the original measures, and so the
potential for an ill-fitting Bayesian model of p(m|y, t) is a possibility that must be handled with care
along with the choice of measurements.
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